XperCT Sharpening Reconstruction for Cone-Beam Computed Tomography Guided Lung and Bone Interventions
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Abstract

C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a valuable tool for three-dimensional navigation and mapping in the interventional radiology suite owing to its flexible gantry positioning, real-time three-dimensional volume acquisition, and reduced contrast and radiation use. Reports of CBCT-guided bone and lung interventions are relatively infrequent, however, possibly due in part to the lack of dedicated bone and lung reconstruction algorithms and concerns regarding insufficient lesion conspicuity. Two cases of an ad hoc intraoperative CBCT sharpening reconstruction are presented in this article.
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Introduction

C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been shown to have significant utility for procedural guidance. However, the adoption of CBCT as an adjunctive imaging modality in some arenas has been slowed by image quality limits and concerns over radiation dosing. Particularly in artifact-prone areas such as lung and bone, limits in image detail may encourage the operator to prefer standard computed tomography (CT), ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or fluoroscopic guidance. Early experience, however, suggests that CBCT provides effective image guidance for bone and lung interventions.

Recent advances in commercially available CBCT systems promise to improve image quality through reduction of noise, decreased radiation exposure, and artifact mitigation. The use of CBCT in guidance for pediatric procedures is likely to increase with reduced radiation dose and improved image detail. Accordingly, this technical report provides a demonstration of improved bone and lung lesion detection in pediatric patients using the Philips XperCT with XperGuide navigation (Philips) where dedicated bone and lung reconstruction algorithms are not yet commercially available. This novel combination of built-in reconstruction algorithms provides increased lesion conspicuity in a sample set of pediatric osteoid osteomas and lung nodules. Evaluation of these algorithms may provide opportunities for further research and use of CBCT in the interventional setting.

Technique

Written informed consent was obtained from the patients’ parents after a discussion of risks, benefits, and alternatives of the procedure. Planning and procedural imaging were performed in a Philips FD20 angiography suite (aSi detector with CsI scintillator, 40 × 30 cm detector) with Allura Clarity image optimization. A planning CBCT was performed through the body, with no lateral collimation and limited z-axis coverage for the region known to contain the target lesion based on prior imaging. Using the XperCT workstation interface, “New Reconstruction” is selected. The reconstruction volume size is reduced to include the target lesion and percutaneous access route. Preset algorithms of “Stent” and “BMI Noise Reduction” are selected with a 512 × 512 matrix.
The reconstructed image set is then used to plan and perform the procedure with navigational overlay.

**Case 1**

A 17-year-old male presenting with debilitating pain in the right foot and ankle, partially relieved by nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications, underwent successful CBCT-guided percutaneous needle access and microwave ablation (►Fig. 1). Fluoroscopy time and air kerma were 3.4 minutes and 13 mGy, respectively.

**Case 2**

A 5-year-old female with a history of a right renal Wilms tumor post chemotherapy, resection, and flank radiation presented with a persistent subcentimeter left upper lobe ground-glass opacity lung nodule. Image-guided wire localization was requested to facilitate wedge resection and determine the ongoing treatment regimen. CBCT-guided wire localization was performed successfully (►Fig. 2), followed by wedge resection demonstrating focal necrosis with histiocytic inflammation consistent with prior tumor and no active malignancy. Fluoroscopy time and air kerma were 2.1 minutes and 22 mGy, respectively.

**Discussion**

The field of application of CBCT is expanding as additional improvements in noise and artifact reduction are producing higher quality images. Improved operator ergonomics, real-time volumetric reconstructions, and comodal overlays provide the interventionalist an increasingly accurate and immediate description of the procedural landscape. In pediatrics, dose-reducing techniques have been shown to preserve image quality while reducing total radiation exposure. In pediatric osteoid osteomas, CBCT has demonstrated similar technical and clinical success, reduced radiation dose, and increased total room utilization time compared with conventional CT guidance. Similarly, reports have demonstrated...
reduced lung radiation doses in simulated pediatric lung interventions,\textsuperscript{6} with successful use in adult lung biopsies for guidance.\textsuperscript{7} Published data on use of CBCT in the pediatric lung interventions are comparatively limited.

The primary limitation to the adoption of CBCT in diagnostic and procedural arenas is image quality.\textsuperscript{3} While flat-panel detectors offer comparable spatial resolution to standard CT, characteristic artifacts and noise can limit detail in reconstructions.\textsuperscript{3} Methods to produce detailed imaging while minimizing radiation or contrast exposure in both pediatric and adult interventional procedures would be highly beneficial. Currently, commercially available systems such as Philips XperCT provide several postacquisition reconstruction options to mitigate noise and artifact in specific imaging scenarios.

This technical report demonstrates improvement in lesion detail in example cases of pediatric lung and bone lesions through a combination of two previously developed CBCT reconstruction routines. Noted incidentally, the adaptive filtering and multipass reconstruction algorithms employed were initially developed for the reduction of artifacts in high-attenuation areas (obese patients and metallic implants).\textsuperscript{8} Their combined effect has been shown in our series to improve visibility of lesions as compared with standard CBCT reconstructions, without additional radiation or contrast exposure. Further exploration of the interaction between these filtering algorithms on pediatric lung and bone CBCT acquisitions, including interobserver variability assessment, is needed.

**Conclusion**

Until dedicated reconstruction algorithms become commercially available, the ad hoc image sharpening algorithm presented may increase lesion conspicuity and operator confidence during CBCT-guided bone and lung interventions.
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